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ABSTRACT The process is Markovian.

It is known that the transport equation describes Let pi i, C2, v, t) be the probability that one neu-
the variation of the average neutron density and tron at position at time t with properties C2, V)
that stochastic neutronics can be used to study the will give i neutrons at final time T in the studied
fluctuations of the actual neutron population. system.
We show in this paper that if the fluctuations are During interval At, the neutron may have a colli-
very large, the average value loses most of its signi- sion with the probability Et v At and that collision
fication. may be:
Key Words: stochastic neutronics, criticality, neu-
tron transport codes. Capture: This collision contributes to the extinc-

tion so we will have a Dirac on i=O for the transi-
tion probability.

1 Introduction Elastic scattering, inelastic scattering inclu-

In some special problems, we can show that the ding (n,2n) (n,3n) ...

second moment of the transition probabilities in- Fission: We need to use the fission multiplicity
creases linearly with time for an exactly critical frequency fk. Let us recall that the classical fission
system that is the first moment of the transition neutrons yield is the first moment of fk. So there
probabilities does not change: birth and death ba- is a "loop" over the fission multiplicity frequency
lance. (k ranging from to K).

It means that for a long duration the probabi- The neutron may not have a collision with the pro-
lity to have a constant neutron population is very bability - Et v At.
weak: Such a case signifies that the critical state
may in some configurations be fictitious 2). We obtain the backward system of differential
In the following sections, we will recall some ele- equations written below 7)

ments of stochastic neutronics theory 1 3 4 and we
will show two examples: critical state with large Let pi (i, C2, v, t) be pi.
fluctuations with respect to the point model hy-

pothesis and with a more realistic test case using This system is to be solved with the conditions:
PANDA code 8).

We do the assumption that there is just one type For neutrons which are on the boundary with lea-
of neutrons (delayed neutrons are included with no kage direction, we have po (i, 15, v, t = and
treatment of their specificities). -Pi 1, 0, V, t = if 

2 Elements of theory And at the final time, the conditions are

2.1 Transition Probabilities Pi i, C2, v, t = T = for all (;F, 5, v)
and pi i, Q, v, t = T = for all i : I

The transition probabilities are important sto-
chastic neutronics tallies. We recall in this section
the main definitions and equations.
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(Scattering) A= E, if h, (C2, v; d, v)pi (i, d, VI, t)ddldv'

K 2n) B = E2 h2(C2, V; fy v)pj (i, a, VI, t)dSi'dv'
=0

I I h2 (C2, v; id', v)pi-j (i, d, VI, t)d!ffldv'

K 3n) C = E3 E h3(0, V) if', v)pj, (i, d, VI, t)ddldv'

h3 v; Si, v)pj, (i, d, VI, t) d!ffldv'

h3 V; a, V)Pj, (4 d, VI, t) d!ffldv'

K k
(Fission) D =f fk hf (V, VI) pj (idIv',t)dSiIdv'E II 47r

k=O jO+ +jk=iM=O

(Capture and other reactions) E = EJ(i - 0) +

The branching process is explicitly modeled in the above relations.

Finally we obtain the generic equation of the system:

1,9pi - -
't QVpi + Etp, z A B + C + D + E

V O
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2.2 Moments of the Neutron Num- multiplicative events in the fission term to make
ber Probability Distribution the equations more compact.

The first two moments are calculated using the We have shown equations for one source neutron
generating function methodology 5 6 8) but one can easily derive such equations with ge-

neral neutron source distribution.
00

Y�(Tl 1, i, iU, t) E ipi (i, �, v, t) In the next sections we will write
n=O
00

Ml (t) =_ �i(Tl 1, i, �r, t) and M2 (t) = W2 (TJ 1, i, iU, t).
n2 (TJ 1, i,,U, t) i2p, ;F, C2 V t)

The variance is defined by: 3 Point Model Test Case

- 2 We simplify the equations of the first two mo-
V(TJ1, i, 6,t = (W -- a )TJl'g't7't) ments with respect to the hypothesis of the point

We get the first moment or mean neutron number model, that is infinite and homogeneous medium
with monoenergetic neutrons.

equation. And we choose nuclear data in order to have a

1 system just critical. Neutrons can have only two
_V reactions: Capture and Fission (same probabilities

E,=Ef)withaneutronyieldequaltotwo(f2=1).

E, (i, iU, V)fi(TJ 1, i 1U, t) d3v' + In view of such assumptions the moments equa-

+ J TFEf (i, v, v)-f�(Tl 1, i, V, t)d3v' tions shown in the previous section reduce to the
following ones:

This equation is subject to terminal and outward First moment:
boundary conditions.

ff(TJ 1, i,,U, T = a + E,) Ml (t = 2 El Ml (t)
at

iT(T 1, i, 6, t = for iiB 0'> 0

One can verify that the mean neutron number is so- We obviously obtain:
lution of the classic linear adjoint Boltzmann neu- 1
tron transport equation. And we get the second --- Ml(t = 
moment equation. V t

1 0 - So we have verified that for such a critical system
NV N - ff"� + E ) n2 (T 1, i,,U, t) the first moment (or mean neutron number) does

not change and is equal to one (final time condi-
E, (i,,U, �;)W2 (TJ 1, i, 1U, t) d3v + tion)

+ I -vEf (i, v, v)W2 (TJ 1, i, 1U, t) dv + Second Moment:

. XW) 3VI 2 a
+V(V - 1)Ef (i, V) W(TI 1, i, i?, t)d - - + E)M2(t = 2 E M2(t) 2 E M'

47r V t (t)

This equation is subject to terminal and outward

boundary conditions. We finally have (final time condition one for the

second oment):

n2(TJIi,,FT = 

n2(TJliB, Vt = fr iiB- _ M2(t) = 2 v Eft + 1

The second moment equation is also an adjoint

transport equation coupled to the first moment We use an adj oint approach so the time moves " ba,

equation by an additional source term. ckward" from T to -oo, that means that the va,

riable t varies from zero to -oo. It is obvious that

In the above equations we have included all the for a large duration (t -� -oo) the second moment
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becomes very large (-+ oo) and so does the va- result. The additional terms for the second moment
riance. That eans that the "constant state" is an equation uses the fission multiplicity parameters
illusion, actually the fluctuations are so large that which are computed using the Terrell models.
the neutron population has a very weak probability
to remain constant 2).

4.3 Results

4 Critical Uranium Sphere PANDA was used with 16 and 48 groups and
gave very close results with the two multigroups

Test Case choices.

4.1 Description of the Problem We can see in the figure I that the first moment is
a constant and that the second moment increases

The studied system is a pure U235 sphere just cri- in a way very close to a straight line in function of
tical and the neutron source is a Dirac function in time duration.
time with an uniform distribution in volume and a The more the difference is large between initial and
fission spectrum energy distribution (Fission Watt final time and the more the second moment is large,
spectrum)- so the variance increases in the same way (the first

We calculate the first two moments at final time for moment is a constantY

a varying initial time. The code we use is PANDA'). This result shows clearly what has been written
Prompt and delayed neutrons are taken into ac- above: This system is just critical but the actual
count in the same way, this study is limited in that neutron population has a very low probability to
sense that it is special case. be close to the mean neutron population.

For this system the critical state is fictitious

4.2 PANDA code First and second ntoments

PANDA is a general purpose deterministic trans- 30 Uranium spherejust.critical

port code with stochastic neutronics options. The
transport equation is solved using standard dis-
crete ordinates and multigroup methods. One and
two dimensional geometries with artesian and cur- 25

vilinear coordinate systems are treated using or-
thogonal structured spatial grids and angular SN

discretization of the unit sphere. The time inde-
pendent transport equation is used for fixed source 20

and eigenvalue problems (a and k). In addition to
classic criticality applications PANDA is used for Mt
time dependent survival probabilities, mean and 15
variance of the neutron number and asymptotic ex-
tinction probability calculations. z

The single initial neutron mean number equation
is the time dependent homogeneous adjoint trans- 10
port linear equation. This equation is routinely sol-
ved by standard transport numerical methods like
the classic deterministic SN method. The second 5

moment equation satisfies transport equation with
the same kernel used for the adjoint linear trans- M,
port problem. Therefore, this equation should be
solved by the SN method devised for numerical 0 .......

0 1-08 2-08 3-08 4-08 5,-08
solution of the direct and adjoint linear transport T-, (�): fidfi-.,6-d..d.

equations.
The additional term of the second moment equa-

tion depends on the first moment, these equations
are coupled. The backward solution, starts form FIG. - First two moments, just critical "
the terminal time. On each time step the mean sphere
number equation is solved first, then the second
moment equation is solved using the first moment
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5 Conclusion
5) T. E. Harris, "The Theory of Branching Pro-

We have shown in this paper that in some cases cesses." Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 88,
the critical state can be fictitious. That is the ac- 1989.
tual state of the system fluctuates in a way that
the variance of the number of neutrons increases 6) M.M.R Williams "Random Processes in Nu-
linearly with the time. clear Reactors." Pergarnon Press 1974).

We have calculated the variance of the neutron po- 7) D. Verwaerde, "Une Approche Non D6termi-
pulation in function of the difference: final time - nist, de la Neutronique - Mod6lisation" CEA - N
initial time with varying initial time (backward or 2731 Sept. 1993.
adjoint approach).

8) Ph. Humbert, Stochastic Neutronics with PANDA
In practice, the fluctuations are limited by control Deterministic Code." Nuclear M&C Meeting April
rods and the source is never a Delta function but 2003- Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
such a paper may be interesting to show what can
be the contribution of stochastic neutronics for a 9) B. Wchitoua "Stochastic Neutronics - Monte
better understanding of criticality. For example neu- Carlo Estimation of Transition Probabilities." SMORN
tron noise theory equations are derived from sto- 8 Meeting May 2002 Goteborg (Sweden)
chastic neutronics.

10) J. Terrell, "Distributions of Fission Neutron
To speak more general, classical neutronics is a spe- Numbers," Phys. Rev., 108, pp. 783 1957).
cial case of stochastic neutronics that is stochastic
neutronics with very weak fluctuations. 11) R. E. Uhrig "Random Noise Techniques in

Nuclear Reactor Systems," Ronald Press Company.
The deterministic 2D SN code PANDA has been New York 1970).
adapted to solve adjoint time dependent linear and
nonlinear multigroup transport equations. These 12 T E. Valentine, "MCNP-DSP Users Ma-
stochastic developments of this code will be used nual," ORNL/TM-13334, R2 2001).
for nuclear safety applications.
It may be remarked that an other numerical me-
thod may be used, that is Monte Carlo method').

In the future, neutron noise measurements appli-
cations will also be considered.
And interesting comparisons with more classical
approaches of neutron noise applied to subcritical
measurements will be possiblell) 12).
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